
SHIBAM 

Text and photographs by Jean-Franc;ois Breton 
Drawings by Christian DarJes 
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AND THE 



WADI HADRAMAUT 

General view if Shibam. The city occupies a trapezoidal plan. Palm groves 
and irrigated fields surround it. On the southern bank if the Hadramaut is the 
suburb if al-Sahil. At the lower right is a former summer abode if a wealthy 
Shibam Jamily . 
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T he city of Shibam stands on a rock promontory that 
surges out of the bed of the Wadi Hadramaut. Its 

_ daring mudbrick architecture symbolises the traditions 
of the Southern Yemeni people. Ramparts enclose a trapezoid
al shaped area measuring some 250 metres from north to 
south and 380 metres from east to west. The tall facades of 
adjacent houses rise 20 to 25 metres high above the ramparts. 
It is the only city in Yemen fortified in this particular way, and 
its origins as a defence system go back to the pre-Islamic 
kingdoms (5th century B.C. to 5th century A.D.). The ancient 
city of Najran was still protected by its attached wooden 
houses resting on high stone basements. 
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Map of the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (South Yemen) 
with the Wadi Hadramaut valley (inset at right). 

Site plan of the city of Shibam, South Yemen. Indicated on the plan are 
institutional buildings, commerce, mosques and residences. 
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Intersections of the major streets determine the location of 
the city's most important places: squares, mosques (of which 
there are now seven), and public institutions. The mosques 
generally correspond with the different quarters of Shibam. 

Within the walls one finds a unique concentration of 500 
tall dwellings that house 8,000 inhabitants. The tallest has 
eight storeys and measures about 30 metres, while many 
others have five or six storeys on the average. Houses belong
ing to the wealthiest citizens are located in the western district, 
on ground that is 10 metres higher than the gates of the city 
itself; those of the poorest classes are found in siiq around the 
Haroun aI-Rashid mosque. At the lowest point of the city, 
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Below: Shibam from the southwest. The location of Shibam in the middle of 
the Wadi Hadramaut bed (jol'eground), i.e in an area of periodic _flooding, 
was originally done by placing it on a natural hill protected from rising water. 
Then, a series of superposed buildings in the course of milleni heightened the 
city's ground level, mainly on the northwestern side. 
Bottom, lift: Shibam from the northwest side. This is the highest district of 
Shibam, about 10 metres higher than the city gate, and 20 metres higher than 
the Wadi level. The wealthiest houses of Shibam, built between 1880 and 
1920, are located here. 
Bottom, right: Eastern side of Shibam. The contiguous high dwellings form a 
complete difence system serveral metres behind the city wall. In this district, 
houses ar:;dbout 15 to 20 metres high, instead of the 25 to 30 metres on the 
southem side. 

/' 
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close to the gate, stands the old Sultan's palace, the new 
market and school. 

The reasons why houses of Shibam rise so high are com- I 

plex. The city is situated along a border between two Sultan
ates, Quayti and Qathiri, which were often at war in the past. 
Dwellers of Shibam had to seek refuge and protection in the 
height of their houses. The same reflex seems to have already 
occurred in the pre-Islamic times. In the city of Shabwa, the , 
former capital of the Hadramaut, the tall houses assumed 
partly a defensive role. The houses ofShibam look like towers 
(husn): their ground floor has no windows but they have 
occasional loopholes. This building upwards is a tradition that 
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also occurs in the Hadramaut countryside. Rising towards the 
sky, these houses also seem like striking symbols of economic 
prestige. One quarter ofShibam's population travelled abroad 
after the mid-seventeenth century, and these Yemeni settled in 
Singapore, Malaysia, Java, Batavia and Southern India. The 
greatest amount of wealth from these overseas Hadramis 
came back between 1820 and 1870. All of the money earned 
abroad was invested in costly buildings. In Shibam, the pre
stige of these trader families is reflected in building tall struc
tures. In Tarim, some 50 kilometres east ofShibam, they built 
large two- or three-storeyed houses, decorated in an Indone
sian fashion. 

Below: Western side if Shibam. In the palm groves, rises the small al-Qabub 
mosque, probably built in the 18th century. 
Right: Ajzve-storeyed house on Shibam's southeY/! perimeter, Thefacade if 
the house is turned towards the imide if the city, as the rear dominates the city 
wall, Its ground floor has small openings, its upper storeys have two rows if 
openings, 
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Section, elevation and .floor plans ~f typical houses in Shibal11. 
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First floor plan 

Fourth floor plan Fifth floor plan 



Each building in Shibam is a single residence with only 
one entrance. If there is a second doorway, it leads to a shop. 
Each house is isolated from its neighbour. The main fac;ade 
gives onto a square or a street. The back opens onto a 
courtyard with open-air drainage. 

The houses are built in mud-brick covered externally with 
earth-and-straw plaster. Sometimes timber beams are inserted 
in the walls for reinforcement. The walls are reduced in 
thickness as the building rises. But the internal dimensions 
seem to be constant, so that the external profIle tapers slightly 
from ground to roof The houses are topped by flat roofs 
surrounded by parapets forming- terraces . These terraces are 
waterproof after an application of ramad plaster, made of lime, 
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wood ashes, coarse and fIne sand. This ramad has to be 
renewed as cracks or blisters appear. 

If carefully maintained, a house may stand two or three 
centuries. The oldest dated house from its door-frame is Bayt 
Abdullah bin Fakik: 1609 A.D., but most of the houses date 
from 1880 to 1915. 

In recent decades the city of Shibam has not experienced 
the influx of wealth and expansion ofSaywun, the new capital 
of the Hadramaut valley. A large number of houses in Shi
bam therefore show signs of neglect, their owners being 
unable to cope with the extraordinary rapid increase in build
ing costs. More than thirty houses (out of 500) are now in a 
ruinous condition. The madrasah al-Hara, and its adjoining 

Below, lift: A narrow street between high-rise buildings in the centre cif 
Shibam. Water splashes down ge/lerally into the street from many gutters mzd 
is collected by open-ail· masonry drains. One cif the main goals cif the 
preservation campaign is to install a complete water and sewerage system in the 
city in order to prevent rapid deterioration cif the mud-brick houses. 
Below: A beaut!fitl wooden-latticed window (or mushrabiya) in a wealthy 
inhabitant's house in Shibam. Ulif011U1lately, these lattices are now no longer 
produced; they are being replaced by ordinary glass. 
Right: An abandoned block-house in Qarat Abd al-Aziz, two miles north cif 
Shibam. As its lime (ramad) coating has not been renewed, big cracks have 
appeared. Heavy rains and flooding are also main causes cd'deterioration, In 
Shibam more than 45 houses (out cif 500) show extensive cracking or other 
serious damage, 
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awqcif houses, are partly destroyed. Long stretches of the 
city-wall have collapsed. Causes of deterioration are essential
ly the poor maintenance of external surfaces, and the failure to 
seal off the sewerage system. The present system of open 
drains connected to an inadequate network of underground 
pipes is another cause of deterioration of the houses' founda
tions. Moreover, extensive damage followed the destruction 
of the Muza dam, some 7 kilometres to the west, in 1982. 

On account of this, South Yemeni authorities carried out 
long preliminary studies. Missions and experts were sent out 
from 1980 to 1984. 1 In December 1982 a UNESCO Commit
tee included Shibam and the Wadi Hadramaut in the World 
Heritage List. At the end of 1984, the Director-General of the 
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UNESCO made an appeal on behalf of the preservation of 
Shibam and the Hadramaut cities. The project will focus first 
on emergency works: rebuilding the Muza dam and its 
embankments, introducing a complete drainage system in 
Shibam, and improving the water supply. Studies have 
already been carried out in order to rebuild the Muza dam. 

1 The results of a preliminmy study have been published by Jean-Fran~ois Breton 
and Christian Darles in Storia della Citra, nO 14,1980. During his missions 
between 1980 and 1983, Dr. R.B. Lewcock collected considerable mate
rial which will be published by UNESCO. In 1985 measurements of the 
buildings were completed in order to construct a mode! ofShibam (scale: 
1/300') for the Yemeni Center for Culture. A photogrammetery prog
ramme may well set up within two years. 
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Below, lift: One of the al-Qcifs family palaces in Tarim, some 30 miles east 
of Shibam. The great houses of Tarim are massive, square buildings, with 
rows of tall windows and jew extensions on the roof. S(gns of strong contacts 
with Southeast Asia in the 19th century are to be observed both on the 
exteriors and on the interiors of these palaces. 
Below: Interior of a great house in Tarim. Ceilings, pillars and beams are 
covered with a plaster of mud and then painted with soft colours or then 
covered again with br(ght lime. Pillars are made either ofstone or palm trunks. 
Doors were often sent ready-made ]rom Singapore or Java as the supply oj 
wood in Hadramaut is scarce. 
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GALLERY 

The Hadramaut authorities have partly rebuilt the city wall. A 
longer term programme consists of installing a sewerage 
disposal system for each house. 

It is an essential aspect of policy that the original techniques 
of construction shall be used as much as possible in the 
Hadramaut (for instance, the mud-brick Saywun Airport) , 
but this means high costs for labour. So a useful experiment 
may be the importing of mechanical devices to provide cheap
er costs of mixing and pounding the material (like the ramad). 

The project also includes .sites in the Hadramaut valley. It 
will focus on the restoration of important works in Tarim (the 
city walls), Sayun (The Friday Mosque), al-Mashad (the 
tombs) and Bar (Abd Allah Mosque). Designed as an exten-

Above: The minaret of the principal mosque in al-Huraydah made out of 
mud, some 40 miles southwest of Shibam. This mosque is reputed to have 
been built by an Indian architect at the end of the 19th century. It is connected 
to the tomb of the donor and to a former Koranic school. 
Right: Inat, east.of Tarim, was one of the famoustowns of the Hadmmaut. 
The great qubba of Sheikh Abu Bakr, as well as the tombs of six other holy 
men, attracted many pilgrims. The white cupolas are of a pure Hadrami 
architectural type. 
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sive programme of integrated regional development, it will 
seek to give a new lease on life to the Hadrami cities through 
coordinated actions in various fields of cultural activity. 

Three aspects of this preservation campaign have to be 
considered. First, the cost of providing new facilities in Shi
bam and of returning the city to a decent state of repair; 
secondly, the cost of maintaining the old city in this condition 
for the foreseeable future; thirdly, the cost of repairing the 
main buildings of other cities. The first step is estimated at 60 
million US dollars, the second at 10 million dollars (every 50 
years), and the third at 30 million dollars. The appeal to 
various contributors is amply justified by the significance of 
this architecture to Arab culture that is seriously endangered. 
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The town of Qabr Had is 70 miles east of Shibam in the Hadmmaut valley, 
The town, built around the shrine if Nabi Allah Had, is illhabited only three 
days ill the year during the Pilgrimage, The market-place with its white
washed fountain is to be seell here, Photograph: M, de Cardenal, 

Jean-Fmn(ois Breton is a French archaeologist who has worked in the People's 
Democratic Republic of Yemen for many years, He is a member of the interna
tional board directing the campaign to preserve Shibam, 

Christian Darles is a French architect who has participated on missions to South 
Yemen and has assembled important graphic documentation on the architecture of 
the region , 
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